DESIGNED FOR SIZE - BUILT FOR SPEED

COMPLETE MANUAL TREADMILL - ZERO ELECTRICITY REQUIRED

Favored among many professional sports teams and training centers the Patented Curve XL treadmill features all the innovations and benefits of the standard Curve in an extra-large platform for the larger/lengthier athlete.

With no motor or speed controls the Curve XL is great for small group and HIIT training making it easy for users to accelerate and decelerate quickly as well as get on and off the treadmill without slowing down.
## Curve XL

### User Interface
- Coded/Non-Coded Polar Heart Rate Pick-up
- ANT+ Heart Rate Pick-up
- USB Digital Speed Output
- USB Digital Speed Output with Curve Pro Software (Curve 1.5)
- RFID System
- Touch Grip Heart Rate Pick-up
- LED Display Board
- RS 232 Serial Interface
- CSAFE Communication Compatible
- Wireless Remote

### Specifications
- Running Surface Dimensions: 22” W x 86” L (55 x 218 cm)
- User Weight Capacity: Run: 400 lb. / Walk: 800 lb. (4 mph max)
- Belt Type: 77 Individual Slats
- Drive System: 158 Precision Ball Bearings with 18 Roller Guides (4 mm lateral tolerance)
- Running Surface: Vulcanized Rubber (38-43 shore hardness)
- Unit Weight: 550 lb. (Shipping Weight 625 lb.)
- Width: 38” (97 cm)
- Length: 86” (218 cm)
- Height: 75” (191 cm)
- Self-propelled: Yes
- Reverse: NA
- Power Supply: Not Required
- Warranty: 5 Year Belt, 3 Year All Components, 2 Year Battery Operated Display, 1 Year Labor

---

**Treadmill specifications subject to change without written notice. Warranties outside the U.S. may vary - Please contact your dealer for details.**

---

**Learn More**
Learn more about the Curve XL with demonstrations, facility videos, training protocols and see who uses the Curve XL in their training facilities.
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**Convenient User Console**
- Multiple LED readouts monitoring speed, distance, calories, heart rate and time.
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**Patented Slat Belt Running Surface**
- Individual slats with vulcanized rubber surface
- Zero stretch wire-reinforced lateral belts
- Near frictionless precision ball bearing rail guide
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**Safety & Reliability**
- Polar monitor circuitry – integrated heart rate monitoring
- Advanced Slat Belt shock absorption
- Life expectancy of running surface 150,000 to 200,000 miles
- Extended warranty and factory renewal program